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ABSTRACT - In the paper, a formal method for component failure rate estimation is described, which is
proposed to be used for components, for which no specific numerical data necessary for probabilistic estimation
exist. The framework of the method is the Bayesian updating procedure. A prior distribution is selected from a
generic database, whereas the likelihood distribution is assessed from specific data on component state using
principles of fuzzy logic theory. With the proposed method the component failure rate estimation is based on a
much larger quantity of information compared to presently used classical methods.

1 Introduction

Risks due to complex technologies can be assessed with probabilistic safety assessment (PSA)
methods. For quantification of probabilistic models in PSA level 1, three major categories of
input data need to be known [1]: initiating event data, component reliability data and human
error data. Component reliability data are data on component failures, repairs, tests,
maintenance and common cause failure data. The necessary parameter for component
unavailability calculation is the component's failure rate. Depending on the availability of
plant specific numerical data, the failure rate can be selected:

- from a generic database, if no raw data for a component are available,
- with maximum likelihood and/or Bayesian reliability estimations, if raw data for a

component are available.

When data from a generic database are used, the definitions, assumptions and methods used
for generic database building should clearly be known. However, the database analyst's
understanding of the theoretical background of the selected generic database may be
incomplete. The problems arising, when using generic database, are related to clear definition
of component boundary and failure mode, differences in design of components, and
combination of data from different generic databases.

When considering the results of PSA, one should have in mind uncertainties introduced by
input data [5]. These uncertainties can be grouped into three different categories [3]:

- uncertainties clue to variability of the data,
- uncertainties clue to impreciseness of observations or measurements,
- uncertainties clue to vagueness of human communication.

Variability is cormected with the differences between comparable elements, for example
variability of living beings. Impreciseness is connected with the impossibility of observing or
measuring to an arbitrary level of precision, whereas vagueness is introduced by using a
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natural or professional language to describe the observation as a datum [3]. The common
approach for treatment of variability is probability theory, where each datum is considered as
a random variable chosen from a hypothetical population. All three groups of uncertainties
can be modeled with fuzzy logic theory.

In the paper, a new method for component failure rate estimation is proposed, which can
reduce uncertainties, introduced by component reliability data. The component's failure rate is
assessed using probability and fuzzy logic theory. A component's failure rate, selected from a
generic database, is used as a prior distribution for the Bayesian updating procedure. The
likelihood function is assessed using fuzzy logic theory.

2 Fuzzy mathematics

The basic element of fuzzy mathematics is a fuzzy set, which corresponds to a crisp set in
"classical" mathematics. Considering a crisp set, only two possibilities to treat an element
exist: the element does or does not belong to the crisp set. The crisp set A can be represented
by the characteristic function mA U->{O,1 }:

1 xeA

MA l)= O x0 A 2.1)

where: U ... universe of discourse,
x ... element of U,
mA ... characteristic function of crisp set A.

Phenomena in real life often do not have such clear "membership" of an element to a set.
Rather the membership is "partial". In that case, the 0-1 valued characteristic function is
extended to all real numbers between 0 and 1.

The characteristic function of a fuzzy set B is called membership function and is a translation
over a universe of discourse U, associated with the base variable x, to membership degrees
between 0 and 1 (see Figure 1):

U, (X): U -> [0,11 (2.2)

where: uB ... membership function of 1 -

fuzzy set B,
x ... base variable,
U ... universe of discourse. (s) / B)

0

x

Figure 1. Characteristic functions of crisp
and fuzzy set
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Fuzzy variables are "such variables, which have fuzzy subsets of some suitable universe of
discourse U as their values. It is often additionally assumed, that these fuzzy values vaguely
indicate "true" values of these variables, which are points of the universe U`' [2].

A linguistic variable is a variable, which takes fuzzy variables as its values [91. Fuzzy
variables constitute a term set of linguistic variable. For example, a term set T of linguistic
variable transformer insulation C may be:

Tc = {good, degraded, bad} (2.3)

Fuzzy variables from different domains can be connected with fuzzy relations. Suppose a
fuzzy relation between variable u with domain X and variable v with domain Y. A binary
fuzzy relation on the universe X x Y is defined as a fuzzy subset of X x Y characterized by its
membership functionu/R(x,y) [3]:

RcXxY; ,uR(XY); XEX; yeY (2.4)

where: R ... fuzzy relation,
X; Y ... universe of discourse (universal set, domain),
x, y ... base variables.

Further, if a (fuzzy) value A of the variable u is given together with a fuzzy relation R, one can
determine the degree of possibility of (fuzzy) value B of fuzzy variable v on the basis of
known possibility degrees juA(xo) and uR(xo~y), where xo denotes a possible value of the base
variable. This is the so-called compositional rule of inference and can be mathematically
written as [21:

uB(y))=SUp.XX mnin{{A(X), uR(X y)} VyC Y ( 2.5)

where: A, B ... fuzzy values.

The above connection between variables u and v is often expressed in the form of a
conditional expression and is called fuzzy implication or fuzzy if-then rule:

If u=A then v=B ( 2.6)

When dealing with uncertain systems, "a fuzzy inference system employing fuzzy if-then
rules can model the qualitative aspects of human knowledge and reasoning processes without
employing precise quantitative analyses" [6]. In this case if-then rules are intuitively
(arbitrarily) defined, and a fuzzy relation R has to be found to base these rules via the
compositional rule of inference on R.

The Marndani approach for quantification of fuzzy relation R and n rules is:

n n

R=URi =U(AiB,) (2.7)
i=1 i=1

where: Ai ® Bi ... cartesian product of fuzzy sets Ai and Bi,
n ... number of rules.
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The fuzzy inference system (also known as fuzzy-rule-based system, fuzzy model, fuzzy
associative memory, fuzzy controller) is thus determined as:

PAoR(Y)= SUp minh/JA(X),/Ai(X),p 3 (Y)} (2.8)
XE X

i=I,...,n

The fuzzy results obtained with a fuzzy inference system can be translated to crisp values
with one of many available methods, the most frequently used being the center-of-gravity
(COG) procedure. It allows the whole membership function to be taken into account for the
so-called defuzzification. The relevant equations for a continuous universe of discourse are
[2]:

yo(B) dB Yu 8, ((Y) dY card(B)= |f, (y) dy (2.9)

where: yo ... crisp value,
the meaning of the other symbols is the same as in the former equations.

3 Description of the approach for component failure rate estimation

The developed procedure enables a quantitative evaluation of numerical and linguistic data
for component's failure rate estimation. The basis for component failure rate estimation is
probability theory, whereas fuzzy logic theory is used for compiling additional specific data
into the estimation. The basic principles of the developed new method are [7]:

* all numerical information, which is incorporated into a component probabilistic model, is
also taken into account in the new model,

* the new model can easily be incorporated into existing PSA component models,
* specific information about the component condition- numerical or linguistic, is

incorporated into the new model.

The basic steps of the procedure are as follows:

1. Identification of sub-components

A sub-component is defined as a part of a component, whose failure may cause loss of
component's function. The selection of sub-components is arbitrary and depends on available
specific data of the component.

Sub-components should not be made equal with component's supporting system, since the
failure of a supporting system does not necessary lead to a loss of component function. The
malfunction of the component supporting system should be reflected in the sub-component
state (condition).

For example, the selected sub-components of a generator transformer are core, windings, oil,
bushings and load tap changer.

2. Qualitative analysis of sub-components
For each sub-component causes of deterioration, symptoms and control of symptoms should
be assessed. Causes of deterioration are phenomena, which can cause the deterioration of a
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component. Symptoms are parameters, which can show the level of deterioration produced by
a selected cause. Control of symptoms are measures taken for monitoring component or sub-
component condition.

Table I is shown as an example, which includes also some additional information for the sub-
component "transformer windings" [41.

Table 1. Quantitative analysis of sub-component "transformer windings"

sub-component cause of symptom |control of symptom frequency of mode of control notes
ideterioration Icontrol

transformer insuficient oil level oil level measurement weekly acceptable/ a reopn
windings cooling -------

windings teniperature windings temperature weekly temperature in 
0
C hot po T -nvnou nd oi T.

moasurement deaict l load. eftkiacy ofrColing.
ma-u! penperiff i soti

environment environ. temperature weekly temperatre in _C
temperature mcasurement

oil condition (see sub- oil tests yedy see sub- component oil
component oil) oil temperature weekly

measurement

electrica winding temperature windings temperiture weekly temperature in 
0
C

overloading measuement
paper furanic compounds in high performan c liquid de ti-uduon of rtloose

polvmenzation oil chromatography _
quality of oil oil condition (see sob- oil tests yearly see sub-component oil w- a n oil tig nift-dy redues cirmi~.l

component oil) oil temperature weekly isualio pmP.-t of p pas
measurement _

3. Identification of symptoms

Symptoms, which show component state or component reliability, can be grouped into three
categories:

- structural behaviour of the component: design and dynamic properties of the component,
which can not be changed during operation of the component,

- usage of the component: surveillance and maintenance activities,
- operating conditions: operating environment of the components, e.g. temperature,

humidity, radiation.

The latter two categories reflect plant-to-plant variability and can cause significant differences
in deterioration and consequently reliability even of two initially similar components, e.g.
components with the same design and manufacturer. Within the proposed new method
symptoms, which show component deterioration caused by different component operating
conditions, are considered. The assessment of maintenance quality needs additional research.

Symptoms selected for further analysis need not be independent because of the selected
Marmdani approach for fuzzy inference system quantification.

For instance, two symptoms selected from the Table 1, which can show transformer
deterioration regarding its operating conditions, may be the hot spot temperature and the
degree of insulation polimerization.

4. Building of the database of fuzzy inference system

For each symptom nS the term set Tsk and the belonging membership function uik(x) should be
defined. This is the so-called database of the frizzy inference system and is strongly dependent
on available specific data about the component.
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For each symptom, fuzzy if-then rules should also be defined reflecting the influence of the
operating environment on the component condition.

if St is SS thenr RFR is RFRi (3.1)

where: St ~ ... linguistic variable of k-th symptom,
Si, RFR, ... fuzzy values,
RFR ... linguistic variable relative failure rate.

With linguistic variable relative failure rate the change of component failure rate is described.
With determination of if-then rules, the influence of single symptom on relative failure rate is
described. Here, care should be taken whether specific information shows the condition of the
component or the sub-component. Namely, the component failure rate is the sum of the sub-
components failure rates, since the component is defined here as a series structure. The
following two equations treat the reliability of the component, if the exponential component
model is assumed to be used:

Nv N
R(t)=Ri(t) => A=EJi (3.2)

I= il

where: R ... component/sub-component reliability,
... component/sub-component failure rate,

N ... number of sub-components.

For example, the simplified term set and graphical presentation of the linguistic variables hot
spot temperature (WHS) and relative Jailure rate (RFR) is given bellow together with the
fuzzy if-then rules for this particular symptom:

Tin-s = {low, normal, high, very high, extrenily high } (3.3)

TRFR = {low, medium, more or less high, high, very high}

-X-~~~~~~~~~~~~-

bo C o,

low t b extremly high high very high
1,0 _, _ . h v ,igh

[I(T)V o-A/

86 92 98 104 110 116 122 128 0 2 4 6 8 10
rfr

Figure 2. Graphical presentation of linguistic variables hot spot temperature and relative failure riale

if WHS is low then RFR is low
if WHS is normal then RFR is medium
if WHS is high then RFR is more or less high
if WHS is very high then RFR is high
if WHS is extremly high then RFR is very high
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5. Building of the rule base of fuzzy inference system
Within this step, the synthesis of influence of symptoms on component's failure rate is
performed. This is the so-called rule base and consists of a number of fuzzy if-then rules:

if S' isS, op S2 is S2 ... S is SK then RFR is RFRi

where: K ... number of symptoms,
Op ... operation, e.g. AND.

6. Selection of fuzzy reasoning method

Several types of fuzzy reasoning have been proposed in the literature, but "most of the
differences come from the specification of the consequent part" [6] (the shape of the
membership function of output variable, here uRFRi). In Section 2, equation (2.8), the
compositional rule of inference is treated following the Mamdani approach, which is
appropriate for bell-shaped (triangular, trapezoidal) membership functions [6].

7. Defuzzification

For defuzzification, a number of methods have also been proposed. Here, defuzzification is
proposed according to the center-of-gravity method using equation (2.10). It should be noted
here, that care should be taken when interpreting results. The results can be the mean or
median or something else, depending on specific data on influence of specific symptoms on
component state (failure rate).

8. Bayesian inference

For estimation of probability density distribution of component failure rate, the Bayes
theorem is used.

1 1(E1A) p(A) (34)

JL( Ej2) p( A ). dA
A

where: p(A/E) ... posterior distribution given specific evidence E,
L(E/A) likelihood distribution,
p(A) ... prior distribution,
A ... component failure rate.

A prior distribution is selected from an appropriate generic database. The likelihood function
is constructed on the basis of fuzzy calculations result from step 7. For example, if the result
of a non-repairable component is the mean value of the component failure rate, this can be
converted into mean time to failure (M7TF). If the component is modeled with exponential
distribution, the likelihood function is [81:

L(E1) =A.e A-c-rTF (3.5)

where: MTTF ... component mean time to failure,
the meaning of the other symbols is the same as in the upper equation.
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4 Conclusions

In the paper, a formal method for component failure rate estimation is described, which is
proposed to be used for components, for which no specific numerical data used for
probabilistic estimation exist.

The framework of the method is the Bayesian updating procedure. A prior distribution is
selected from a generic database, whereas the likelihood distribution is assessed using
principles of fuzzy logic theory. The fuzzy logic part of the method strongly depends on
available specific data, but the main steps of the approach described above do not change with
the data.

The advantages of the proposed method are:

* Using fuzzy logic theory for likelihood function definition, specific qualitative data can be
explicitely included into the analysis. In probability theory, one can make a specific
estimation with quantitative (numerical) data only, while qualitative data can be included
in the analysis only implicitely.

* If a formal method is developed, which prescribes how the symptoms which show
component state (deterioration) should be treated, the treatement of the symptoms does
not depend on the subjective judgement of the analyst.

* As the assessment of qualitative data is proceduralized, it is evident how qualitative data
are taken into account.

* With the proposed method, a specific estimation of the component failure rate is possible,
although no specific numerical data exist.

* With the proposed method, the component failure rate estimation is based on a much
larger quantity of information compared to presently used classical methods. Component
reliability data are therefore determined by including more information and may thus be
considered more credible.
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